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BY DAVID KREUTER

One of the most exciting areas in the mainframe world
today is the Linux operating system, and IBM's
announcement that Linux will operate fully on the

S/390 family of mainframe computers compounds this
excitement.

Linux has matured immensely since its inception in 1991.
It was initially developed by Linux Torvalds when he was a
graduate student at the University of Helsinki in Finland.
Originally designed to operate only on
the 386 chip set, it now runs on more
than 40 different platforms. The most
recent platform to enable Linux is the
IBM S/390 family of mainframe
processors. This article will discuss
the rapid evolution of Linux for S/390.

Linux is an implementation of
POSIX. It includes multitasking ser-
vices, storage management, program
development, user interfaces, and
TCP/IP networking. POSIX, which
stands for Portable Operating System
Interface, is an attempt to create a
single standard version of UNIX. IBM
has several POSIX or similar imple-
mentations on S/390 in OS/390 and
VM/ESA. While these implementations, such as VM
OpenEdition, have many excellent technical features, they
have not been as popular as even the embryonic distributions
of Linux for S/390.

THE OPEN SOURCE INITIATIVE

One of the key features of Linux is that it is freely distributed.
Linux is part of the Open Source Initiative. The open source
ideal is that software can be freely read, redistributed and

changed. Open source has long been accepted in the academic
computing world, and is now one of the hottest areas of
business computing.

Many key parts of Internet software technology exploit
open source. Indeed, the open source movement and the
Internet have benefited greatly from each other. With a
worldwide programming community able to share source
code through the Internet, various fixes, ideas, concepts, and

patches (such as new functions or
support for different hardware) are
being developed and integrated into
software programs at an unprecedented
rate. Linux powers much of the Internet
server market, and has a large amount
of open source programs that provide
Internet services including web serving
and hosting, email, remote login capa-
bility, and program development tools
such as editors and compilers.

IBM does not distribute source
code in most of its operating systems
and program products. However, the
one exception to this has been in the
VM area. Most, but not all, of the VM
operating system is source distributed.

In addition, VM has a long history of user and customer
contributions to its CP and CMS operating system that have
contributed to the success and quality of VM's code. A well
known example of this is the VM workshop "tape" which is
a compendium of user-supplied routines to enhance and
expand the management of VM facilities.

In the case of Linux for S/390, IBM runs Linux as an open
system. Certain routines that interface with IBM hardware
I/O devices will not be included in the Linux source, but for
the most part, the S/390 patches are freely distributed. IBM
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announced in mid-May 2000 that they will
be supporting Linux through their IBM
Global Services organization. This includes
defect and "how-to" question and answer sup-
port. Linux services are also being provided
by other vendors and small S/390 specialized
consulting firms. Distribution of Linux for
S/390 is handled by third-party organizations,
including SuSE and TurboLINUX.

Figure 1 presents a selection of open
source applications that have been compiled
and run on Linux for S/390. Many of these
applications were recompiled and ready for
Linux for S/390 without any changes to the
original source. The recompilation process
was done quite rapidly, in minutes or hours
for most of the applications.

Linux is a popular choice in the server
market. For example, many Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) and Application Service
Providers (ASPs) use multiple copies of
Linux on PCs to run their applications (such
as web hosting or mail serving). IBM has not
garnered a large share of this market, which
has exploded in usage over the last decade.

This market segment has been dominated
commercially by vendors such as Microsoft,
Sun, Intel, and HP. Linux for S/390 offers
IBM a substantial vehicle to provide hardware,
integrated software solutions and services in
this critical market space. Although IBM is
foraying into the open source world in many
ways for the first time, it represents a major
opportunity to regain market share. There
has been interest and acceptance of Linux
for S/390 in the ISP community.

LINUX FOR S/390 DEVELOPMENT

In 1999, Linux for S/390 was being
developed by two different organizations,
an interested group of programmers experi-
menting on their own initiative and a group
of IBM developers who were doing some
work on the GCC compiler. The IBM team
was developing a GCC compiler that would
produce S/390 machine instructions. Once a
working GCC compiler was available, work
started on compiling the Linux source code.
In December 1999, IBM released source

code modifications to the Linux kernel
along with device drivers for Linux/390.
The open source spirit helped boost Linux
for S/390 in its earliest stages. Marist
College in Poughkeepsie, N.Y., is the host
for the Linux for S/390 Web site. As of this
writing, this site has received more than
20,000 hits and more than 2,000 downloads
for the code required to run Linux on S/390.
This groundswell of interest and support
was an influencing factor in IBM moving
ahead on Linux for S/390 plans.

Linux for S/390 is pure Linux; it is not a
hybrid of other IBM operating systems
incorporated into Linux. It is not a unique
Linux version; rather, it is a standard version
of Linux with patches for running in the
S/390 environment. The current Linux dis-
tribution release is 2.2.15 as of May 2000.

The accompanying sidebar presents some
interesting web sites along with a discussion
group about Linux on 390 and open source.

BENEFITS OF LINUX
ON THE S/390 PLATFORM

The S/390 platform brings some significant
events to Linux. This includes integrating
Linux into many of the major corporations,
government and academic organizations
worldwide. From a technology standpoint,
the S/390 offers Linux the most reliable
computing hardware platform, as it has
evolved over 35 years. S/390 hardware and
software operating systems (OS/390,
VM/ESA, VSE/ESA, and TPF) provide
extensive facilities for error recovery and

management. These include the hardware-
provided machine check interrupts, byte
parity checking, instruction retry, and many
software code paths to handle error events,
as well as very detailed error recording and
reporting facilities. The error recovery and
management inherent in S/390 will benefit
mission-critical applications that run on Linux.

S/390 hardware provides tremendous
rates of I/O bandwidth and capacity. This
I/O bandwidth can be used by Linux for its
own data purposes, like file systems. The
increased bandwidth also allows Linux
programs to be merged to access the vast
amounts of key data already being stored on
S/390's in file systems and databases. In
addition, the increased bandwidth allows
access to facilities within VM that are trans-
parent to Linux, such as memory handling
through paging.

Along with increased I/O bandwidth, the
S/390 provides wide scalability in CPU
power and memory. S/390 machines can be
configured to run from 64MB to 2048MB of
central memory, with expanded storage (for
holding data but not executing instructions)
to 8192MB. Millions of Instructions Per
Second (MIP) ratings for the Linux-capable
S/390 boxes range from seven to eight MIPS
for the low end processor to P/390s to over
1,500 MIPS for the highest end processors.

These are the current ratings. Within the
next few months, it is expected that 64-bit
architecture and a new generation of proces-
sors will be announced. As a beneficiary of
the rapid development cycle of open source
it is reasonable to think of a 64-bit capable
GCC compiler producing a 64-bit Linux!

Figure 2 shows the minimum processor
model requirements for all the S/390 main-
frame vendors. Newer hardware is required
to support the instruction set that is pro-
duced by the GCC compiler as certain
machine instructions are not present in
older processor lines.
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Application Function
Apache Web serving
X-Windows Windowing services
BIND Domain Name Server
GNU C/C++ Compiler Programming Language
PERL Dynamic Web serving language
THE Editor
REGINA REXX language
SAMBA File system sharing
IMAP Internet Email Server
OpenNLDAP Internet Directory Server
SendMail Internet Mail Management

FIGURE 1: A SELECTION OF OPEN SOURCE APPLICATIONS
THAT HAVE BEEN COMPILED AND RUN ON LINUX/390

Linux for S/390 Resources
Web site Description
http://linux390.marist.edu Marist College Linux for S/390 Download Site
http://www.opensource.org/index.html Open Source
http://www.ibm.com/s390/linux IBM Linux for S/390
LINUX-390@vm.marist.edu Linux for S/390 discussion group. Send email

to listserv@marist.edu with:
SUBSCRIBE LINUX-390 name, organization to
subscribe.

http://www.linux.org/ LINUX home page
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Linux will operate on S/390 hardware in
the following modes:

● native
● in logical partition (LPAR) mode
● guest mode (as a guest of VM/ESA)

Figure 3 shows the maximum amount of
Linux images that each mode will support.

Linux will run in a native machine to
provide a single Linux environment on a
S/390. Since the machine will only run one
Linux image this mode is very limited. It is
conceivable that a small development shop
with a P/390 entry level machine might test
in this way, if they do not want to use VM as
a host. In native mode Linux/390 will run
and manage its own networking devices and
TCP/IP stack.

Linux is responsible for I/O error recovery
on the network devices, and will not be able
to benefit from some of the flexibility and
recovery facilities offered by TCP/IP.

Linux in native mode can cause system
and hardware management problems, partic-
ularly in larger machines, because defining
S/390 storage and I/O configurations is not
possible from the software level, so the site
must be able to define the environment from
the hardware console level. Running one
Linux per box doesn't offer many facilities
for dynamic configuration and testing!

By using the partitioning features of
mainframe hardware, one processor can be
partitioned to contain up to 15 separate
images. This allows one machine to run
multiple Linux images; production, devel-
opment, test, and training environments can
be run in separate instances of Linux. All of
the mainframe manufacturers supply a
partitioning mode under different names.

Another advantage of partitioning is that
Linux can run side-by-side with other
operating systems in one processor complex;
for example, you can have OS/390 in one
partition and Linux in another. The hardware
I/O devices are considered to be dedicated
to each partition, so data sharing is through
I/O devices, not network transactions, so
reasonable throughput is expected. With up
to 15 images available on a high-end
processor, the workload mixes that can be
achieved are varied (for example, OS/390,
VM, VSE and Linux), and each workload is
used for production, development or test.

Partitioning methods have limits and dis-
advantages. CPU and memory resource
sharing is quite sophisticated through the

microcode but I/O device sharing is at the
maximal device level, for example, VM
style minidisk and virtual devices are not
allowed. Changing a configuration in a
partitioned setup involves navigating
through system consoles, with many
changes requiring a Power on Reset function
that involves down time for the affected par-
tition and often for the entire CPU complex.
The same networking issues that affect a
native Linux machine apply to the S/390
partitioned environment.

A partitioned environment often requires
that a full-time technical person manage
resource allocation through the hardware
console and frequent changes to the
Input/Output Configuration Data Set
(IOCDS). Partitioning is not the most
dynamic of environments; however, the
demands of the business do not permit par-
titions to be static for long periods of time.

VM/ESA provides the flexible and
dynamic method for running Linux on the
S/390. The Virtual Machine operating system
provides each of its users a complete S/390
computing environment, including CPU,
memory and I/O devices. VM has been pro-
viding a virtualized environment for more
than 30 years, and has a rich and vibrant set
of application and system niches in the
S/390 world. If a program adheres to and
understands the rules as defined in the S/390
Principles of Operations, VM will support
the program. Supported applications and
systems include standalone operating systems
(OS/390, VSE and TPF), dependent operating
systems (CMS, GCS and MUSIC), and
utilities such as DDR, ICKDSF and SAPL).

Virtualization is accomplished through
emulation mode (special microcode inher-
ent in S/390 CPUs) as well as instruction

simulation code paths in VM's Control
Program component.

In addition to instruction virtualization,
CP supplies scheduling, dispatching, paging,
virtual I/O, definition, error recovery, com-
mands, and communication facilities. CP is
an excellent virtual memory manager; it can
supply the appearance of hundreds of thou-
sands of megabytes of central memory
through paging routines to thousands of vir-
tual machines, while having a finite amount
of memory well below the total memory
capacity of all active virtual machines.

VM's Conversational Monitor System
(CMS) provides a high performance inter-
active environment. CMS is a dependent
operating system; it must run in a virtual
machine under CP's control. CMS provides
several file systems, robust command
interface, databases, editor, interpreters,
pipelines, and compilers. These facilities
when coupled with CP are useful in manag-
ing Linux under VM.

Virtual machine definitions are in the VM
directory, which in its simplest form is a
sequential file managed by CMS. It is quite
easy and flexible to add, delete, modify, and
report on the virtual machines defined in a VM
directory. Many of the resources defined to a
virtual machine can be modified by the user of
the virtual machine itself, or by a special virtual
machine with "super user" qualifications.

Figure 4 shows an example of a virtual
machine directory definition to support a
Linux virtual machine. This sample is for a
virtual machine that will run an already pre-
pared boot disk at virtual address 150. It is
not a production example. Other changes
would likely be required for networking
devices. This sample has the required state-
ment to bring up a Linux operating system in

Vendor
IBM 9672 G2 and Multiprise P/390

above 3000
Amdahl Millennium

family on the
GS700/800/20
00A/2000C/20
00E and
OmniFlex

FIGURE 2: MINIMUM PROCESSOR REQUIREMENTS FOR LINUX

Mode Maximum Images
Native 1
Partition Mode 15
VM/ESA Guest Thousands

FIGURE 3: THE MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF LINUX
IMAGES THAT EACH MODE WILL SUPPORT 
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the virtual machine account LINUXVM1.
Notice that device 150 is a minidisk (part of
a larger whole disk unit). This is the type of
gradation and resource sharing only available
in VM (compared to the other S/390 modes).

The minimal requirements for running
VM/Linux are at least one 500 cylinder
ECKD (extended count key data) minidisk,
a virtual 3215 console, and a tape drive.
TCP/IP network support can be provided on
an ESCON Channel-to-Channel adapter or
a virtual channel to channel adapter, LCS
driver on Ethernet or Token Ring or IUCV.

There are many directory and disk storage
management tools in VM ranging from
homegrown REXX and PIPELINEs to
sophisticated vendor products. By using
these tools, you can rapidly create dozens or
even hundreds of Linux virtual machines.
Storage management is required to find
other 1,000 cylinder disk locations. Once
additional disks are defined, standard utilities
can be used to copy the Linux boot disk.

Indeed, VM has been running hundreds
and thousands of simultaneous virtual
machines for many years. The capacity to run
simultaneously is one of VM/ESA's design
points. With Linux/VM, David Boyes, princi-
pal engineer of Dimension Enterprises, has
used the userid and storage management
facilities in VM to create more than 40,000
unique Linux virtual machines. By making a
change to an internal Linux clock mechanism,
these 40,000 plus virtual machines all ran
simultaneously, each serving a web page.

VM provides some methods of communi-
cating between virtual machines. Linux
running in a virtual machine can communicate
with TCP/IP programmatically by using a
virtual I/O device (virtual channel-to-channel
adapter) or program-to-program communica-
tion through IUCV. VM provides virtual
channel-to-channel support. This is done by
using a combination of directory statements
and CP commands to set up the infrastructure.
Each virtual machine treats its virtual CTC
just as it would a real CTC (as an I/O device
requiring a driver), however, data transfer
occurs through storage movement, no actual
I/O takes place. Throughput rates for VCTCs
is extremely high. By using VCTCs to connect
Linux/VM(s) to a VM TCP/IP virtual machine
networking is done all in CPU memory. The
I/O device simulation and interrupt handling
is simulated by the control program.

The Intra User Communication Vehicle
(IUCV) is a protocol for program-to-pro-
gram communications. IUCV infrastructure

is set up through virtual machine directory
statements. A virtual machine wanting to
exploit IUCV needs to use a VM only
instruction: IUCV; and be able to handle the
special external interrupt environment. The
IUCV instruction is recognized by the
Control Program. CP will perform the
requested IUCV task, and through virtual
interrupts will manage the dialogue between
the virtual machines. As with virtual CTCs,
throughput rates are extremely high.

Many concurrent Linux/VMs can com-
municate with a single VM TCP/IP machine
using CTCs and IUCV connections.

Along with the inherent availability and
recovery of the S/390 hardware and operating
systems, using VM to host Linux is ideal for
backing up and restoring entire Linux
images. VM has many advanced vendor prod-
ucts for backup and restore. Also, supplied
utilities can be used for basic data backups.

In our experience at VM Resources, Ltd.
we installed Linux on VM on a P/390 sys-
tem. Michael Coffin, senior consultant with
the company, installed Linux/VM from the
Marist College download page. Michael
took about 40 hours to get his first virtual
machine operational, which included connect-
ing Linux to VM TCP/IP using a virtual CTC
configuration. Once this first virtual machine
was ready, other virtual machines running

Linux were simply cloned, and were ready in
a matter of minutes.

The flexibility, power, and dynamic capa-
bilities of VM are ideally suited for Linux
for S/390. Without the constraints and limits
of the native or partitioning schemes, VM
provides an ideal framework for running
Linux workloads. These workloads can be
distributed by function, capability, or purpose
among hundreds or thousands of separate
virtual machines. In addition to the ISP and
ASP market, an ideal setting for Linux on
VM is in the academic community; hun-
dreds of Linux machines can be easily cre-
ated, deleted, or modified from a single
point of control. Students can be assigned a
Linux machine during a single semester and
at the conclusion of the course the
Linux/VM can be deleted within seconds.

Server consolidation is a natural business
application for Linux on VM because many
application vendors will only certify their
product if it is the only application on the
machine. Server consolidation is a quick
deployment to have application "A" running
in a virtual machine, and application "B" run-
ning in a separate virtual machine.
Application "A" and "B" require no knowl-
edge of each other or can be intimately shar-
ing data. Either way, VM is the best choice in
the S/390 arena. On VM, applications can be
grown vertically by increasing the number of
virtual machines.

Linux for S/390 is quite attractive to
S/390 shops as a way of getting servers up
on the mainframe. S/390 skills are required
in any mode of Linux for S/390. However,
many Linux shops have no S/390 experi-
ence or skills. To gain entry and acceptance
into this market, IBM is looking at ways of
integrating Linux into S/390 without having a
deep need for S/390 skills. Several packages
may be offered to assist non-S/390 cus-
tomers. These packages may include both
software and consulting integration offerings.

While the traditional IBM operating sys-
tems (VSE, VM, OS/390 and TPF) have
well defined and documented installation
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USER LINUXVM1 PASSWORD  64M 128M G                                   
IPL 150 CLEAR                      
MACHINE ESA                         
CONSOLE 001F 3215                                          
SPECIAL 0500 CTCA                                 
SPECIAL 0501 CTCA                                 
MDISK 0150 3390 1 1000 DSK295 MR      
MDISK 0151 3390 1001 75 DSK295 MR

FIGURE 4: AN EXAMPLE OF A VIRTUAL MACHINE DIRECTORY
DEFINITION TO SUPPORT A LINUX VIRTUAL MACHINE

VM/ESA provides the
flexible and dynamic

method for running Linux
on the S/390. The Virtual
Machine operating system

provides each of its
users a complete S/390

computing environment,
including CPU, memory

and I/O devices.
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procedures and methods, the install process
for Linux/390 is not as straightforward or
easy to follow. It can be cumbersome to take
the code from the Internet and put it into the
correct format in VM. However, this will
likely be simplified as more commercial
offerings of a S/390 Linux become available.

CONCLUSION

Linux for S/390 is a very exciting event
in the mainframe world. There is a lot of
interest in what this platform can do for the
application needs of many customers. The
synergy between the open source philoso-
phy and the mature facilities of S/390 tech-
nology is capable of having a profound
impact on enterprise computing.  

David Kreuter is the founder and president of
VM RESOURCES LTD., which provides VM and
VSE consulting, training and VM Internet
software products. He can be contacted via
email at dkreuter@vm-resources.ca.
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